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HYDROELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION
IN COSTA RICA AND THE THREAT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER
THROUGH CAFTA
R. Victoria Lindo*
Abstract: CAFTA’s ratiªcation threatens Costa Rica’s environmental in-
tegrity by permitting foreign investors virtual free reign to destroy its pre-
cious waterways through environmentally unsound methods of hydroe-
lectric power production. While CAFTA contains provisions that appear
to protect the environments of the Central American signatory states, it
also contains provisions similar to NAFTA’s Chapter 11, which foreign in-
vestors have used to weaken environmental laws by suing those states that
have dared to enforce them. This Note explores existing environmental
laws in Costa Rica governing hydroelectric power production, including
its privatization. It also discusses and compares NAFTA’s Chapter 11 to
CAFTA’s Chapter 10 in order to illustrate the threat to Costa Rica’s wa-
terways through private hydroelectric power production. This Note then
argues that, in order to preserve its waterways, Costa Rica must not ratify
CAFTA. Alternately, it argues that if Costa Rica does ratify CAFTA, the
state should consider adopting both preventative and remedial measures
to weaken its blow.
Introduction
The decision to exploit hydroelectric energy resources in devel-
oping countries is a hotly debated issue.1 Though hydroelectric power
is economically sensible for many developing countries, it is simulta-
                                                                                                                     
* R. Victoria Lindo is the Senior Production Editor of the Boston College International &
Comparative Law Review. The author was exposed to this issue through her work at the
Monteverde Conservation League in Monteverde, Costa Rica. To ªnd out more about this
organization please visit www.acmcr.org.
1 See, e.g., Int’l Rivers Network, Rivers of Mesoamerica (2004), http://www.irn.
org/programs/meso/index.html; see World Comm’n on Dams, Dams and Development:
A New Framework for Decision-Making 6 (2000), available at http://www.dams.org/
report/overviews.htm; Elizabeth Anderson, Electricity Sector Reform Means More Dams for
Costa Rica, World Rivers Rev., Aug. 2002, at 3, 3.
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neously inherently destructive to their environments.2 In some na-
tions such as Costa Rica, policymakers inevitably tend to favor hydroe-
lectric power despite the environmental consequences.3 In Costa Rica,
this is partly because the country has unique natural resources that
engender prime conditions for hydroelectric power production.4
Speciªcally, the orientation of Costa Rica’s mountain chains com-
bined with its heavy rainfall have created a large number of rivers that
are perfectly suited for hydroelectric dams.5 These rivers and water-
ways have become the nation’s foremost energy resource, which is
impressive given that the country also enjoys a number of other natu-
ral energy resources including wind, geothermal, and solar power.6 In
fact, hydroelectric power has become an indispensable energy re-
source in Costa Rica and currently provides over 80% of the nation’s
electricity.7
On one hand, hydroelectric power provides a number of beneªts
to Costa Rica.8 For example, because of its ability to produce great
quantities of electricity, hydroelectric power helps minimize Costa
Rica’s dependence on fossil fuels.9 In fact, Costa Rica is largely self-
sufªcient in most energy needs and only requires the importation of
oil for transportation.10 Costa Rica’s need for oil is so minimal that,
despite knowledge of oil deposits off the country’s Atlantic coast, the
president has chosen not to permit their development in light of en-
vironmental concerns.11
On the other hand, hydroelectric dams also have the propensity
to cause serious and irreparable damage to both the environment and
                                                                                                                     
2 See World Comm’n on Dams, supra note 1, at 10. See generally John D. Echeverria et
al., Rivers at Risk: The Concerned Citizen’s Guide to Hydropower 4–7 (1989) (de-
scribing how dams harm rivers).
3 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; World Comm’n on Dams, supra note 1, at 9 (noting
the increasing demands for water, electricity and other resources supplied by hydroelectric
power).
4 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
5 Id.
6 See Inter-Am. Dev. Bank, Hydro and Geothermal Electricity as an Alterna-
tive for Industrial Petroleum Consumption in Costa Rica 14 (1982).
7 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; Centro Nactional de Planiªcación Eléctrica,
Análisis Comparativo: De las Variables Relacionados con el Consumo de Energia
Eléctrica en Costa Rica 2001–2002, at 10 (2003) [hereinafter CNPE].
8 U.S. Dep’t of State, Background Note: Costa Rica (2005), http://www.state.
gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2019.htm [hereinafter Background Note: Costa Rica].
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 See id.
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their surrounding communities.12 Even a well constructed and main-
tained dam can make a river inhospitable to native ªsh and plant spe-
cies, and some types of dams actually dewater riverbeds for miles, such
that animals, plants, surrounding communities, and recreation seek-
ers are barred from using the river.13 Hydroelectric dams are also no-
torious for forcibly uprooting and displacing entire indigenous sur-
rounding communities around the world.14
In developing countries such as Costa Rica, hydroelectric power’s
potential beneªts are often lost and its environmental and social con-
sequences exacerbated when production and distribution are privat-
ized.15 Nevertheless, there has been no shortage of proposed interna-
tional agreements aimed at privatizing state hydroelectric monopolies
in Costa Rica and throughout Central America.16 One example, the
Plan Puebla Panama (PPP), which aims to expand the electrical grid
throughout Central America and Mexico in order to attract private
producers and supply the United States with electricity from Central
American hydroelectric dams.17 This project has been principally
ªnanced through international ªnancing institutions like the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) that would all receive substantial
economic beneªts if the project went through.18 International agree-
ments like the PPP tend to share one disturbing feature: the beneªts
of privatization are enjoyed almost entirely by the international or-
ganizations, and those beneªts come at a very high cost to the citizens
and the environments of these countries.19
                                                                                                                     
12 See generally Echeverria, supra note 2, at 4–7.
13 Id. at 4–5.
14 U.N. Dep’t of Econ. & Soc. Affairs, Comm. on Sustainable Development, Statement of
the 5th Global Civil Society to the 8th Special Session of the UNEP Governing Council/Global Minis-
terial Environment Forum: Background Paper No. 7, at 3, U.N. Doc. DESA/DSD/2004/7 (Apr.
14–30, 2004), available at http://www.un-ngls.org/Jeju%20Statement.doc; see also Monti
Aguirre, Latin American Rivers Endangered by Regional Development Schemes, World River
Rev., Dec. 2002, at 12, 12.
15 See ECLAC Reports Privatization Has Been Bad for Regional Power, NotiCen: Cen. Am. &
Caribbean Affs., May 13, 2004, at 1–3, available at 2004 WLNR 6570641 [hereinafter
ECLAC Reports].
16 See Aguirre, supra note 14, at 12. See generally Fabian Borges, CAFTA: A View from Cen-
tral America, Resource Center of the Americas, Feb. 20, 2004, available at http://www.
americas.org/index.php?cp=item&item_id=13782 [hereinafter CAFTA: A View] (discuss-
ing both the failed “ICE Energy Combo Bill” of 2000 and the Central American Free Trade
Agreement).
17 Aguirre, supra note 14, at 12.
18 Id.
19 See generally ECLAC Reports, supra note 15; Aguirre, supra note 14.
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The Costa Rican legislature now faces the dilemma of whether to
ratify the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), which
threatens environmental protections throughout Central America by
allowing foreign investors to sue governments for enforcing their en-
vironmental laws.20 For Costa Rica, whose electricity comes ªrst and
foremost from its rivers, this means that CAFTA threatens to irrepara-
bly destroy those rivers and their surrounding environments, thereby
also threatening the unique and delicate ecological balance of the
nation.21
The Background of this Note will discuss Costa Rican environ-
mental laws regulating hydroelectric power production and compare
them with laws in other Central American countries that have already
shifted toward privatization. The Discussion section will describe the
ways in which CAFTA threatens Costa Rica’s environment through the
partial privatization of Costa Rica’s energy monopoly, speciªcally in
hydroelectric power production. The Analysis will argue that Costa
Rica must maintain its state energy monopoly, ªght further privatiza-
tion without increasing current restrictions on it, close loopholes in its
current environmental laws, and more effectively enforce its existing
environmental laws.
I. Background
Though continuing to allow the development of private and pub-
lic hydroelectric power production across the country, Costa Rica has
recognized its dangers and has passed a number of laws strictly regu-
lating it in order to protect both its citizens and the environment.22
Costa Rica started generating more comprehensive environmental leg-
                                                                                                                     
20 See Central American Free Trade Agreement, Aug. 5, 2004, available at http://www.
ustr.gov/Trade_Agreements/Bilateral/CAFTA/CAFTA-DR_Final_Texts/Section_Index.html
[hereinafter CAFTA]; David Armstrong, CAFTA Friends, Foes State Their Case on Free Trade Deal:
Central America Pact Goes to House After OK by Senate, S.F. Cron., July 3, 2005, at B1; Press Re-
lease, EarthJustice et al., U.S. Groups Oppose the Central American Free Trade Agreement:
The CAFTA Signed Today Falls Short on the Environment, May 28, 2004, at 1, available at
www.citizen.org/documents/CAFTA_Fact_Sheet_Enviro.pdf [hereinafter EarthJustice].
21 See generally Aguirre, supra note 14, at 12 (noting the damaging effects of interna-
tional privatization agreements on rivers and their surrounding environments).
22 See Ley Organica, Law No. 7554 of Oct. 4, 1995, arts. 50, 51, 52, 57, 64, 65, 67,
reprinted in Ricardo Zeledón, Código Ambiental [Environmental Code] 14 (Porvenir
1998); Ley de Conservación de la Vida Silvestre, Law No. 7317 of Oct. 21, 1992, (reformed
by Laws Nos. 7495 of May 3, 1995 and 7497 of May 2, 1995, and 7788 of Apr. 30, 1998), art.
132, reprinted in Zeledón, supra, at 93; Ley de Aguas, Law No. 276 of Aug. 27, 1942
(reformed by Laws Nos. 2332 of Apr. 9, 1959, 5046 of Aug. 16, 1972 and 5516 of May 2,
1974), arts. 1, 2, 17, 19, 27, reprinted in Zeledón, supra, at 141.
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islation around 1994, some of which was aimed speciªcally at protect-
ing its rivers and waterways.23
First and foremost, in 1994, Costa Rica amended Article 50 of its
Constitution to endow every citizen with the right to a healthy and
ecologically balanced environment.24 Two years later, it amended Ar-
ticle 46, which makes clear that the state was obligated to ensure that
protection.25 Facilitated by Article 46, Article 50 has taken on great
importance in Costa Rica and has become the foundation of nearly all
environmental legal protection in that country.26
Soon afterward, the government began passing laws speciªcally
targeted at protecting the country’s waterways.27 First, Costa Rica has
a number of laws which regulate private exploitation of the country’s
water.28 For example, Article I of the Water Law speciªes which waters
are considered public including all rivers and their tributaries.29 Also,
Article 27 delineates a hierarchy of preferred exploitations of public
water in which it demonstrates a strong preference for public over
private hydroelectric dams.30 Thus, anyone, including private hydroe-
lectric generators, wishing to take advantage of the river’s natural re-
sources can only do so if granted a contract by the state, subject to
certain restrictions, such as the hierarchy listed in Article 27.31
If a private electricity generator is granted a state contract, it
must stipulate that it will sell all the electricity it produces to the state
energy regulatory body, the Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad
(ICE), which in turn maintains a complete monopoly over the distri-
bution of electricity to customers.32 As a result, the government re-
tains the ability and responsibility to control energy prices, which has
                                                                                                                     
23 See Constitución Politica de la Republica de Costa Rica, arts. 46, 50, reprinted in
Zeledón, supra note 22, at 3; Ley Organica, supra note 22, arts. 50, 51, 52, 57, 64, 65, 67;
Ley de Conservación de la Vida Silvestre, supra note 22, art. 132; Ley de Aguas, supra note
22, arts. 1, 2, 17, 19, 27.
24 Constitución, supra note 23, art. 50.
25 Id. art. 46.
26 Id. arts. 46, 50; see, e.g., Lauren Wolkoff, High Court Dampens Oil Plans, Tico Times (San
José, Costa Rica), Feb. 15, 2002, available at http://www.elaw.org/news/partners/
text.asp?id=989. See generally Facio & Cañas, Environmental Law Matrix and Practice
Skills (2002), available at http://www.lexmundi.com/images/lexmundi/PDF/Costa%20
Rica%20-%202002.pdf (listing article 50 as governing a variety of environmental issues).
27 See infra notes 29–42 and accompanying text.
28 See infra notes 29–42 and accompanying text.
29 Ley de Aguas, supra note 22, art. 1.
30 Id. art. 27. In this list, public hydroelectric plants are listed fourth and private plants
are listed seventh out of nine acceptable forms of exploitation. Id.
31 Id. arts. 2, 27.
32 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
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historically allowed the government to set energy prices below cost or
to delay energy price increases.33
In order to obtain a state contract, private electricity generators
are required to solicit an environmental impact assessment from the
National Environmental Technical Secretariat (SETENA).34 SETENA
will assess the probable impact of the proposed project on the envi-
ronment and decide whether that impact is within legal bounds.35 If
so, the company can move forward; if not, the project is quashed.36
Once a private company has obtained a contract, it is subject to a
number of legal restrictions.37 For example, the plant is required to
use the river rationally and efªciently in order to conserve and pro-
tect the environment as much as possible, and the law strictly limits
the degree to which the company may alter the quality or the quantity
of the water, even requiring the company to treat it if that is necessary
to equalize it in quality to the receiving body of water.38 The company
is also required to actively protect and maintain the equilibrium of
the river as well as the watershed which feeds the river and must take
adequate remedial measures to limit and correct contamination.39
Failure to do so is punishable by a minimum ªne of ¢50.000 and up to
two years in prison.40
Nonetheless, several Costa Rican laws and regulations fall short of
adequately protecting its environment.41 For example, Article 67, which
requires both public and private entities using a river to protect its wa-
tershed, is only enforceable according to the classiªcation of use and
potential of the water.42 Thus, if a river is classiªed for hydroelectric use
                                                                                                                     
33 Cf. Inter-Am. Dev. Bank, supra note 6, at 76 (regarding Costa Rica’s past decisions
to set energy prices below cost and delaying price increases as negative).
34 Ley de Aguas, supra note 22, art. 17 (establishing SETENA); Anderson, supra note 1,
at 3.
35 See generally Fabián Borges, Environment Ministry Issues Proposal to Reform SETENA,
Tico Times (San José, Costa Rica), May 15, 2003, available at http://www.ticotimes.net/
dailyarchive/2003_05/Week2/05_15_03.htm#story_two.
36 See generally id.
37 See Ley Organica, supra note 22, art. 51, 52, 57, 64, 65, 67; Ley de Conservación de la
Vida Silvestre, supra note 22, arts. 132.
38 Ley Organica, supra note 22, arts. 57, 64, 65.
39 Id. arts. 51, 52, 67.
40 Ley de Conservación de la Vida Silvestre, supra note 22, art. 132. The colon is the
Costa Rican currency. As of March 11, 2006, one U.S. dollar was equal to 503 Costa Rican
colones. Yahoo Finance, Currency Converter (Mar. 11, 2006) http://ªnance.yahoo.com/
currency/convert?amt=1&from=USD&to=CRC&submit=Convert.
41 See infra notes 42–43 and accompanying text.
42 See Ley Organica, supra note 22, art. 67. Article 65 has a similar limiting clause. Id.
art. 65.
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only, the protection of its watershed is less than a watershed classiªed
for bathing or drinking.43
Furthermore, the stringent regulations that Law 7200 of 1990
originally imposed upon privatized electricity generators have since
been greatly weakened.44 Originally, this law limited the total amount
of electricity generated by private companies to 15% of the total do-
mestic production.45 In 1995, however, Costa Rica amended the law to
allow private companies to produce up to 30%.46 Fortunately, the
amendment did not weaken the law’s other restrictions.47 Thus, the
law still limits the maximum installed generation capacity of private
plants to twenty megawatts, and limits foreign investment in private
generation companies to 65% of total investments.48
It is arguable that achieving the goals of Costa Rica’s environ-
mental laws would have been easier without the passage of Law 7200,
because electricity production and distribution was managed entirely
by ICE, a government organization that could be held accountable by
the public.49 Granted, Law 7200 was passed with the intention of bet-
ter distributing the costs and responsibilities of electricity production
among several entities while simultaneously meeting the continually
increasing demand for electricity.50 But this legislation, as amended,
has exposed Costa Rica to the negative consequences of permitting
foreign investment in private electricity production that has been
sweeping developing nations.51 Thus far, fortunately, Costa Rica has
managed to fair far better than its Central American neighbors who
have permitted greater degrees of privatization.52
                                                                                                                     
43 See generally id.
44 See La Ley que Autoriza la Generación Eléctrica Autónoma o Paralela, Law No. 7200
of Sept. 28, 1990, reformed in Law 7508 of May 31, 1995, at 2, 3, available at http://www.
racsa.co.cr/asamblea/proyecto/leyes_r.htm[hereinafter Law 7200]; Anderson, supra note
1, at 3.
45 Law 7200, supra note 47, at 5; CNPE, supra note 7, at 10.
46 Law 7200, supra note 47, at 5; CNPE, supra note 7, at 10.
47 Law 7200, supra note 47, at 2, 3.
48 Id.
49 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1–3.
50 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
51 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1–3.
52 See ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1–3.
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A. Comparison of Costa Rica’s Environmental Laws to Other
Central American Countries That Have Seen Greater
Degrees of Privatization
In many other Central American countries, privatization of elec-
tricity production has already proven disastrous in numerous ways.53
Privatization has occurred in varying degrees throughout Central
America.54 This ranges from the privatization of electricity generation,
transmission, or distribution to actually selling state-run generation fa-
cilities like dams to private entities, thereby completely eliminating the
government’s role and responsibilities in the electricity sector.55
One major problem borne by Central American countries that
have experienced greater degrees of privatization is skyrocketing en-
ergy prices.56 In fact, in Central American countries that have com-
pletely privatized energy production and distribution like El Salvador
and Guatemala, energy prices are a staggering 56% higher than in
Costa Rica.57 In contrast, Costa Rica, where privatization of electricity
production has been more gradual than in other countries, has gen-
erally managed to maintain low energy costs for its citizens.58
Efªciency has also been a signiªcant problem in privatized coun-
tries.59 On average, privatized countries suffer between 20–32% pro-
duction losses, whereas Costa Rica has managed to reduce losses to
just 9%.60 While privatization was expected to increase competition,
only two companies control 70–90% of production in privatized Cen-
tral American countries, providing them little incentive to improve
efªciency.61 On the other hand, the gradual nature of privatization
combined with the maintenance of a law limiting the degree of par-
ticipation of private companies in hydroelectric power production in
                                                                                                                     
53 Id. at 1 (noting that privatization in Central America has only beneªted the “fat
ªsh,” who avoid renewable energy sources and concentrate on fossil fuel ªred plants and
under whose direction domestic rates have doubled or tripled in some areas).
54 Id. at 1–3.
55 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
56 See ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1–2.
57 Id.
58 Id. at 1; Mauricio Salas, Down with Diesel, Project & Trade Fin., Oct. 1, 2005, at S46,
available at 2005 WLNR 18285805 (noting that consumer rates are stable and affordable).
59 ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 2.
60 Id. These production loses are due to technical shortcomings caused by lack of im-
provement in the infrastructure and theft. Id.
61 Id.
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Costa Rica has helped the country avoid these kinds efªciency-related
issues.62
Privatization also has failed to improve distribution rates.63 For
example, in Guatemala, where an excess of electricity is produced,
large numbers of people in rural areas are still without electricity.64 In
contrast, 98% of Costa Rica is electriªed.65
Costa Rica, however, has not managed to escape all of the prob-
lems associated with privatization.66 As a result of the 1990 electricity
reform, one serious consequence of privatization that Costa Rica now
shares with other Central American countries is the devastating envi-
ronmental impact.67 In Costa Rica, while the distribution of electricity
is still under the control of ICE, more privately owned and operated
hydroelectric plants are gradually being built all over the country.68 In
fact, over a little more than a decade, more than thirty privately
owned and operated small to mid-sized hydropower dams have been
constructed on Costa Rica’s rivers, many of them exploiting just three
watersheds on the San Carlos, Reventazón, and General rivers, and
over a hundred more are planned.69 While the private electricity pro-
ducers point out that they have been crucial in supplying Costa Rica’s
electricity during the twice daily peak demand periods, it is quickly
becoming apparent that the rapid growth in hydroelectric power
plants is causing serious, potentially irreversible damage to vital water-
sheds and the plants and animals that inhabit them.70 As disturbing as
this is, further privatization promises far worse consequences for
Costa Rica.71
Overall, while Costa Rica has an admirable compilation of envi-
ronmental legislation compared to its neighbors, the truth is that
those laws fail to adequately prevent hydroelectric plants from causing
serious environmental damage as is, and if Costa Rica further privat-
                                                                                                                     
62 Id.
63 See id. at 1.
64 ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1. By way of comparison, over nine million people
in Mexico remain without electricity. Id.
65 Salas, supra note 58, at 4.
66 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
67 See ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 3; Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
68 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
69 CNPE, supra note 7, at 10; Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; Aguirre, supra note 14, at 12.
70 Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
71 See ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at 1–3. For example, Central American countries
with greater degrees of privatization of electricity production have seen a dramatic de-
crease in the production of electricity from renewable sources like hydro, solar, and wind
power and an increase in the usage of fossil fuels. Id. at 2.
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izes its energy sector, the environmental consequences could be cata-
strophic.72 Yet, Costa Rica faces that very threat if its legislature ratiªes
CAFTA because of its liberal foreign investment rules.73
II. Discussion
Before discussing CAFTA, it is worth summarizing the current
problems with Costa Rica’s environmental laws regulating hydroelec-
tric power and with privatization in order to better illustrate the prob-
lems that CAFTA threatens to create or exacerbate.74
A. Current Problems with Costa Rica’s Environmental Laws
Regulating Hydroelectric Power Production
First, Costa Rica’s laws do not stem the uncontrolled planning and
expansion of dams, even though its domestic electricity needs are al-
most completely met.75 In fact, Costa Rica currently produces enough
electricity to export to other Central America countries.76 Despite this,
over a hundred more hydroelectric plants are being planned both by
ICE and by private investors.77 Some of these new plants are being
permitted by the government despite the detriment being caused cu-
                                                                                                                     
72 See, e.g., Mueren Peces en Aºuente del San Juan, La Prensa, Apr. 27, 2004, available at
http://www-ni.laprensa.com.ni/archivo/2004/abril/27/elmundo/ (demonstrating the fail-
ure of current environmental law to stop environmental disaster by hydroelectric dams
through the reporting of the second hydroelectric accident to affect the San Carlos river
in six months); see Álvaro Sánchez Córdoba, Descontrol Con Hidroeléctricas, Al Día (San José,
Costa Rica), Nov. 4, 2003, available at http://www.aldia.co.cr/ad_ee/2003/noviembre/
04/elnorte2.html [hereinafter Descontrol]; EarthJustice, supra note 20, at 1.
73 See CAFTA, supra note 20, arts. 10.3, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.16; EarthJustice, supra note
20, at 1. Cf. Final Environmental Review of the Dominican Republic—Central America—
United States Free Trade Agreement, Feb. 2005, at 2, available at http://www.ustr.gov/
trade_Agreements/Bilateral/CAFTA/Section_Index.html [hereinafter Final Environmental
Review] (ªnding that “CAFTA-DR can have positive environmental consequences in Cen-
tral America . . . by reinforcing efforts to effectively enforce environmental laws . . . .”).
74 See infra notes 72–88 and accompanying text.
75 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; Descontrol, supra note 72; see, e.g., Álvaro Sánchez
Córdoba, Ríos Amenezados, Al Día, Apr. 27, 2004, available at http://www.aldia.co.cr/
ad_ee/2004/abril/27/elnorte0.html [hereinafter Ríos Amenezados].
76 Energy Information Administration, Central America, Electricity, http://www.eia.
doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Central_America/Electricity.html (last visited Feb. 22, 2006) (dem-
onstrating that Costa Rica’s production of electricity exceeds its consumption); Salas, supra
note 58, at 1 (noting that Costa Rica exports its electricity surplus to Nicaragua and Hon-
duras).
77 Aguirre, supra note 14, at 12; see Descontrol, supra note 72 (noting that there are
eighty hydroelectric projects planned on the San Carlos river alone).
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mulatively by these dams to local communities and the environment.78
For example, in October of 2003, less than a year after it began opera-
tions, the Peñas Blancas hydroelectric dam released a massive amount
of sedimentation, causing the deaths of thousands of ªsh and other
wildlife on the Peñas Blancas and San Carlos rivers and causing poten-
tially irreversible environmental damage as well.79 Unfortunately, this is
not an isolated incident.80 Just two years earlier, the same event oc-
curred at a privately owned hydroelectric dam on the San Lorenzo
River.81
At the heart of this problem is the fact that Costa Rican law does
not limit the number of dams per watershed, which, combined with
the law that severely restricts the amount of electricity that dams are
allowed to produce, results in too many dams on a watershed whose
individual environmental damage combines to create much more se-
vere destruction.82 And there is no lack of incentive for private com-
panies to continue constructing dams: the twenty-eight private hy-
droelectric plant owners collectively bring in thirty-ªve billion colones
annually, while ICE makes less than thirty-two billion.83 Moreover, with
both domestic and foreign consumption rates rapidly increasing,
there is no lack of customers.84 Yet the decision to continue construct-
ing new dams to meet exportation demands is risky and possibly un-
wise, as both of Costa Rica’s major energy customers, Nicaragua and
Honduras, are also in the process of developing their own domestic
energy production systems (and thus wont need the electricity in the
future), not to mention their mutual poverty begs the question of
                                                                                                                     
78 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; Eugenio Guido Pérez, Federación Costarricense
para la Conservación del Ambiente (FECON), ICE Impone, Comunidades se Oponen al
Proyecto Hidroeléctrico Pacuare, Diálogos Ambeintales, Oct. 2004, at 10.
79 Monteverde Group Circulates Petition Against Pocosol Dam, Tico Times (San José, Costa
Rica), May 7, 2004, available at http://www.ticotimes.net/dailyarchive/2004_05/Week1/
05_07_04.htm [hereinafter Monteverde Group].
80 See, e.g., Carlos Hernández P., Sedimento Mata Peces, La Nación (San José, Costa Rica),
Oct. 25, 2001, available at http://www.nacion.com/ln_ee/2001/octubre/25/pais13.html.
81 See id.; Ríos Amenezados, supra note 75 (noting that serious contamination by hydroe-
lectric plants occurred within a six month period to the Platanar, Peñas Blancas, San Car-
los, and part of the San Juan rivers).
82 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3; Ríos Amenezados, supra note 75.
83 FECON, Monitoreo de Represas, Diálogos Ambientales, Oct. 2004, at 11 [hereinafter
Monitoreo de Represas]. As of March 11, 2006, 35 billion colones equaled approximately
$69,481,664, and 32 billion equaled approximately $63,526,092. See Yahoo Finance, supra
note 40.
84 See Salas, supra note 58, at 4.
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whether they will continue to be able to pay for the electricity.85 This
gap in the legal system has been recognized by the Costa Rican gov-
ernment, although legislation correcting it has yet to be passed.86
Another problem that both compounds the aforementioned issue
and creates its own problems surrounds the enforcement of environ-
mental laws.87 For example, SETENA has approved some environ-
mental impact studies that should have been rejected.88 More impor-
tantly, many observers feel that Costa Rica’s environmental laws are
simply not adequately enforced.89 One researcher noted that, while in-
terviewing environmental lawyers, a common response was, “In Costa
Rica, the problem is not that there are not laws, but rather that they are
not followed.”90 In addition, there has also been speculation about cor-
ruption within both SETENA and ICE, which inherently undermines
public conªdence in their effectiveness.91 All these environmental chal-
lenges, while signiªcant indeed, will pale in comparison to the far more
major problems CAFTA ratiªcation would create.92
B. An Overview of the Problems Threatened by CAFTA
Though Costa Rica would not submit to U.S. pressures to outright
privatize the state energy monopoly through CAFTA (though it did
agree to open the state insurance and telecommunications monopo-
                                                                                                                     
85 See id. at 4, 5; U.S. Dep’t of State, Background Note: Nicaragua (2005), http://
www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/1850.htm (stating that Nicaragua is still the second poorest
country in the hemisphere and is highly dependant on foreign assistance); U.S. Dep’t of
State, Background Note: Honduras (2005), http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/1922.
htm (noting that Honduras is one of the poorest countries in Latin America and is in se-
vere foreign debt).
86 See Anderson, supra note 1, at 3.
87 Michael Gelardi, Environment, Economy and Energy in Costa Rica: The Case of Petroleum
Exploration in the Province of Límon, Macalester Envtl. Rev., May 2001, http://www.
macalester.edu/environmentalstudies/MacEnvReview/costarica.htm.
88 See, e.g., id. (noting the controversy surrounding SETENA’s original approval of the
Harken environmental impact report to conduct exploratory drilling for oil, though that
approval was later overturned by the Costa Rican Supreme Court, and a second environ-
mental impact report was rejected by SETENA).
89 Id.; Interview with Carlos Muñoz Brenes, Director, Monteverde Conservation
League, in Monteverde, Costa Rica ( July 15, 2004).
90 Gelardi, supra note 87.
91 See Federación Costarricense para la Conservación del Ambiente, Corrupción en
SETENA: Necesaria una Profunda Investigacion ( June 2004), available at http://www.
feconcr.org/contents/com-setena.htm (last visited Apr. 11, 2006); More Alcatel Kickbacks
Uncovered, Inside Costa Rica (San José, Costa Rica), Oct. 10, 2004, available at http://
insidecostarica.com/dailynews/2004/october/10/nac0.htm.
92 See Discussion infra Part B.
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lies), CAFTA contains other provisions that directly threaten Costa
Rica’s ability to maintain that monopoly regardless.93 At ªrst glance,
CAFTA appears to respect Costa Rica’s energy monopoly and environ-
mental laws.94 The treaty recognizes a number of Costa Rica’s regula-
tions governing the privatization of hydroelectric power production,
including Law 7200, and reafªrms Costa Rica’s right to regulate privati-
zation as it sees ªt.95 It also restates the more important aspects of Law
7200, such as the limitation on private plants’ electricity production
and the requirement that they sell their electricity to ICE for redistribu-
tion.96 Furthermore, CAFTA’s Chapter 17, which concerns the envi-
ronment, speciªcally stipulates that “a Party shall not fail to effectively
enforce its environmental laws, through a sustained or recurring course
of action or inaction, in a manner affecting trade between the Parties,
after the date of entry into force of this Agreement” and that, “the Par-
ties recognize that it is inappropriate to encourage trade or investment
by weakening or reducing the protections afforded in domestic envi-
ronmental laws.”97
1. Comparison to NAFTA and the Chapter 11 Threat
Many individuals, however, are concerned that CAFTA’s foreign
investment rules in Chapter 10 of the treaty are too similar to the North
American Free Trade Agreement’s (NAFTA) Chapter 11, which have
been used to wreak havoc on labor and environmental laws.98 The
terms of NAFTA’s Chapter 11 have been stretched to grant broad rights
to foreign investors that do not exist under domestic U.S. law, to attack
everything from domestic environmental and health regulations to the
routine operations of the court system.99
                                                                                                                     
93 See Background Note: Costa Rica, supra note 8, ECLAC Reports, supra note 15, at
1; CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.3, 10.5, annex 10-C.
94 CAFTA, supra note 73, arts. 17.1, 17.2, 17.9, annex I-CR-32–33; see Final Environ-
mental Review, supra note 73, at 15-17.
95 CAFTA, supra note 73, annex I-CR-32–33.
96 Id.
97 Id. art. 17.2.
98 See, e.g., Public Citizen, NAFTA Chapter 11: Corporate Cases, http://www.citizen.
org/trade/nafta/CH__11/ (last visited Apr. 11, 2006); Sierra Club, CAFTA’s Impact on
Central America’s Environment (2005), http://www.sierraclub.org/trade/cafta/cafta_
centralamerica.asp.
99 See Transcript of NOW with Bill Moyers: Trading Democracy: A Bill Moyers’ Special (PBS
television broadcast Feb. 1, 2002), available at http://www.pbs.org/now/transcript/tran-
script_tdfull.html; Public Citizen, NAFTA Chapter 11 Investor-to-State Cases: Bank-
rupting Democracy, at iv (2001), available at www.citizen.org/documents/ACF186.PDF
[hereinafter Bankrupting Democracy].
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Among other things, Chapter 11 grants investors the right to pri-
vately enforce the rights granted under NAFTA.100 And the cases arising
out of Chapter 11 have demonstrated that large international busi-
nesses are ready and willing to use such a provision to undermine do-
mestic laws; moreover, some have even gone so far as to demand mone-
tary compensation for the enforcement of domestic environmental
laws.101 At least twenty-four cases have been ªled under NAFTA’s Chap-
ter 11, in which corporations have collectively demanded over $14.3
billion from governments enforcing such domestic laws.102
NAFTA also has a broad expropriation and compensation provi-
sion, which is a virtual “regulatory takings” provision, because it allows
a private investor to sue the government for compensation for any
action that affects the value of an investor’s property.103 In this re-
spect, NAFTA provides foreign business with a substantial advantage,
as compensation for such action has already been repeatedly rejected
by the U.S. Supreme Court for domestic businesses.104
In light of the disastrous and unforeseen consequences of Chap-
ter 11, the U.S. Congress passed legislation aimed at curbing similar
provisions in future treaties.105 In the Trade Act of 2002, Congress at-
tempted to curb the kind of suits generated by NAFTA’s Chapter 11
by requiring that international agreements give foreign investors no
“greater substantive rights” than U.S. citizens have under U.S. law and
speciªcally mentions standards regarding expropriation.106
                                                                                                                     
100 North American Free Trade Agreement, ch. 11, Dec. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 605 [here-
inafter NAFTA].
101 See Friends of the Earth, CAFTA and Foreign Investor Lawsuits: A Threat to
Environmental Standards (2004), available at http://www.foe.org/camps/intl/green-
trade/CAFTAInvestmentFactsheet.pdf. Under NAFTA’s Chapter 11, a Canadian company,
Methanex, sued the U.S. government for nearly $1 billion. They alleged that California’s ban
of the toxic gasoline additive MTBE hurt the company’s proªts. The U.S. government is also
being sued for $50 million by another Canadian company, Glamis, a gold mining company,
because California put cleanup and remedial requirements on controversial mining opera-
tions that would harm the environment and destroy sacred Native American sites in the state.
Id.
102 Public Citizen, CAFTA by the Numbers: What Everyone Needs to Know (2004),
available at http://www.citizen.org/documents/CAFTAbyNumbers.pdf.
103 NAFTA, supra note 100, at 641–42; Bankrupting Democracy, supra note 99, at iv.
104 See Tahoe Sierra Pres. Council, Inc. v. Tahoe Reg’l Planning Agency, 535 U.S. 302,
330 (2002); Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal.
508 U.S. 602, 645 (1993) (stating that the Supreme Court has repeatedly rejected the
claim that the mere diminution of property value, however serious, is sufªcient to demon-
strate a government taking).
105 Trade Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-210, § 2102 (codiªed at 19 U.S.C. § 3802
(2006)).
106 See 19 U.S.C. at § 3802(b)(3) (2006).
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Despite this law, CAFTA still maintains a chapter on foreign in-
vestment that is strikingly similar to NAFTA’s Chapter 11.107 There
are, however, a few notable differences between CAFTA’s Chapter 10
and NAFTA’s Chapter 11.108 For example, CAFTA explicitly stipulates
that “except in rare circumstances, nondiscriminatory regulatory ac-
tions by a Party that are designed and applied to protect legitimate
public welfare objectives, such as public health, safety, and the envi-
ronment” are not expropriations.109
While the wording of the provision on investor suits is substantially
different from NAFTA, nonetheless, it appears to permit the exact
same kind of investor suits created by NAFTA regardless.110 And, even if
the expropriations clause is denied to them, unhappy investors can ªle
suit under the vaguely worded Minimum Standard of Treatment Provi-
sion.111 Thus, in essence, under CAFTA, foreign investors can still sue
Costa Rica before an international tribunal for any effects on its busi-
ness interests caused by enforcing its laws and regulations.112 Clearly,
then, it is not surprising that there was a widespread outcry against
CAFTA during its negotiation from both Costa Rican and United States
citizens, many of whom feared NAFTA-like consequences.113
This fear is not without merit, as some foreign investors have al-
ready demonstrated that they are ready to take advantage of CAFTA’s
Chapter 10.114 The Harken oil drilling case illustrates this threat per-
fectly.115
In May of 2002, President Abel Pacheco announced a moratorium
on oil exploration and open-pit mining in Costa Rica in response to a
widespread mobilization of the country’s environmentalists.116 Harken
Energy, a Texas-based oil company with close ties to President George
W. Bush, had previously obtained rights to search for crude oil in Costa
                                                                                                                     
107 Compare CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.7, with NAFTA, supra note 98, ch. 11.
108 Compare CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.16, annex 10-C, with NAFTA, supra note 100,
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109 See CAFTA, supra note 73, annex 10-C(4)(b).
110 See id. art. 10.16; EarthJustice, supra note 20, at 1.
111 See CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.5; Friends of the Earth, supra note 101, at 2.
112 See CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.16; Friends of the Earth, supra note 101, at 1.
113 See José Eduardo Mora, Activists Pledge to Keep Up Fight Against U.S. Trade Deal, Inside
Costa Rica (San José, Costa Rica), Jan. 30, 2004, available at http://insidecostarica.com/
specialreports/costa_rica_trade_activists.htm; CAFTA: A View, supra note 16; John J. Sweeney,
A Bad Deal on Free Trade, Boston Globe, Mar. 21, 2005, at A11.
114 See infra notes 111–20.
115 See Mark Engler & Nadia Martinez, Harken v. Costa Rica, AlterNet, Mar. 26, 2004,
http://www.alternet.org/module/printversion/18258.
116 Id.
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Rica.117 The company had intended to drill offshore until it failed its
environmental impact study two months prior.118 Despite the failed
study, Harken tried to sue the Costa Rica government for $12 million in
reparations for its aborted operation.119 The Costa Rican government
declined to accept an out-of-court settlement, and the company then
decided to use international agreements, speciªcally through the
World Bank’s International Center for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes, to support a new $57 billion claim for the proªts it projected
it would have earned if the venture had gone through.120 The Costa
Rican government refused to submit to international arbitration or to
recognize any decision made by the World Bank body.121 Unable to
compel Costa Rica to submit to international arbitration, Harken with-
drew its claim a few days later and then tried again to reach an out-of-
court settlement.122 Those talks fell through, though it has been specu-
lated that Harken will try once more to force international arbitra-
tion.123 Although Costa Rica successfully avoided arbitration with Har-
ken, if CAFTA had been in force then, the result would likely have been
quite different.124
So what does CAFTA mean for Costa Rica’s waterways and the
hydroelectric plants exploiting them? First, it means that, like Harken,
companies that are impeded by Costa Rica’s environmental laws are
more likely to sue the Costa Rican government under Chapter 10 for
any investment they had already made in anticipation of constructing
a plant or dam, or even, as Harken did, to recoup expected proªts.125
Regardless of the merits of such cases, their existence alone is likely to
have a chilling effect on the creation and enforcement of environ-
mental laws protecting those waterways; Costa Rica, as a developing
nation, cannot afford to effectively litigate every potential case nor
can it afford to pay out a large verdict if it loses.126
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121 Engler & Martinez, supra note 115.
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124 See id.; CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 10.5, 10.7, 10.16.
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Moreover, while CAFTA does contain provisions permitting for-
eign investors to sue on their own behalf, citizens of Costa Rica (or any
Central American party) may only submit complaints to the Secretariat
alleging that the government has failed to enforce its environmental
laws, though there are no clear mandates to ensure that environmental
laws are enforced, nor does it provide citizens access to the court system
if that avenue fails.127 And even if a situation arose in which Costa Rica
was found to have violated Chapter 17 by not enforcing its environ-
mental laws or the environmental provisions in CAFTA, CAFTA’s en-
forcement provisions for environmental laws are weak and ineffec-
tive.128 For example, while foreign investors can seek unlimited
damages in their suits under CAFTA, ªnes against the government for
failing to enforce its environmental laws are capped at $15 million an-
nually.129
III. Analysis
Before discussing Costa Rica’s options to protect its waterways if
CAFTA is passed, it is worth reviewing one option that seems attractive
at ªrst glance but does not appear viable on closer analysis.130
A. Repealing Law 7200: A Non-Option for Costa Rica
One option that initially appears attractive is for Costa Rica to re-
peal Law 7200, thereby forbidding all private companies from partici-
pating in hydroelectric power production.131 This may, however, consti-
tute a government taking prohibited by Article 45, because although
the private owners do not own the rivers on which their plants operate,
this would effectively force them to relinquish any investment they
made in construction and maintenance of the plant and force them off
that property.132
                                                                                                                     
127 See CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 17.7, 17.8.
128 See Sierra Club, supra note 98. See generally CAFTA, supra note 73, art. 17.1, annex
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The government’s ability to expropriate property became much
more difªcult after passage of the 1995 Law 7495, which stipulates that
expropriations can take place only after full and prior payment is made
to the affected property owner.133 This restriction is signiªcant because
the Costa Rican government most likely cannot afford to compensate
all of the current private hydroelectric companies if a court determines
that repeal of Law 7200 constitutes a taking.134
B. Possible Options to Minimize the Environmental Ramiªcations
Threatened by CAFTA
In order to minimize CAFTA’s potential negative consequences
for its waterways and hydroelectric power production, there are a num-
ber of things Costa Rica can and should do.135 The ªrst, most obvious
solution would be to refuse to ratify the treaty so that it does not take
effect. After all, if Costa Rica ratiªes CAFTA and then is sued by a for-
eign investor who claims ªnancial harm caused by the enforcement of
Costa Rica’s environmental laws, it cannot then argue that its domestic
environmental laws are superior to CAFTA’s Chapter 10 foreign inves-
tor provisions, because Article Seven of Costa Rica’s Constitution states
that all ratiªed international treaties are superior to national laws. 136 By
refusing to ratify, Costa Rica can ensure the enforceability of its envi-
ronmental laws to foreign investors.137
If Costa Rica does decide to ratify CAFTA, though, there are
other ways of protecting its waterways.138 First, the Costa Rican gov-
ernment must start effectively enforcing its environmental laws, which
includes aggressively prosecuting known violators.139 One highly pub-
licized case of a power plant violating the environmental laws was the
aforementioned Peñas Blancas hydroelectric plant disaster, in which
the dam dumped an immense amount of sedimentation into the
Peñas Blancas and San Carlos rivers in 2003, killing thousands of ªsh
                                                                                                                     
133 U.S. Dep’t of State, supra note 132. Also, Article 45 of the Costa Rican Constitu-
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and other wildlife.140 The Judicial Investigation Organization (O.I.J.)
was ordered by the Ministry of Environment and Energy (MINAE)141
to investigate the cause of the contamination.142 It found ICE respon-
sible and ordered it to pay reparations for the contamination and eco-
logical damage incurred.143 ICE accepted responsibility for the harm
caused and offered to pay one million dollars in reparations.144
While this particular offense was prosecuted and ICE was eventu-
ally honest enough to accept responsibility for its actions, many other
dams, both private and public, are allowed to continue illegally con-
taminating Costa Rica’s rivers because the government is not holding
them accountable for these crimes.145 If, after ratifying CAFTA, Costa
Rica prosecutes violations by dams owned by foreign investors without
concurrently increasing its prosecutions of locally owned violators, for-
eign investors will likely attempt to use Chapter 10 to annul any judg-
ment against them, arguing that it was discriminatory.146 Those compa-
nies certainly have the ªnancial resources to ªght that legal battle as
long as possible in order to try to make the government back down.147
Also, before ratifying CAFTA, Costa Rica should pass legislation
restricting privatization.148 An example of such legislation would be a
law amending Law 7200 that would limit privatization to its current
capacity, such that even if ICE continues to construct more public fa-
cilities, no more private facilities would be allowed.149 Such a law
would restrict the percentage of total domestic electricity production
that private facilities may permissible produce beyond what Law 7200
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currently allows.150 This law, however, would have to be passed before
CAFTA is ratiªed, because CAFTA’s Chapter 10 forbids national com-
panies to be treated more favorably than foreign investors.151 Conse-
quently, since there are only twenty-eight private hydroelectric com-
panies, only a few of which are controlled by foreign investors, such a
restriction would almost certainly be successfully challenged if it were
passed after CAFTA was ratiªed.152
Another positive reform that Costa Rica should enact prior to
CAFTA’s ratiªcation is legislation that closes the gaps in its current law
that permit over-exploitation of watersheds.153 A law that restricts the
number of plants, both public and private, that are permitted to exploit
a watershed could easily accomplish this goal.154 Costa Rica must pass
such a law before CAFTA is ratiªed and foreign investors begin invest-
ing in new plants that crowd these watersheds.155 If it does not act
promptly, it risks environmental collapse of these watersheds.156 Fur-
ther, if Costa Rica waits until after ratiªcation to pass this type of legisla-
tion, foreign investors can be expected to sue Costa Rica under Chap-
ter 10 in much the same way that companies have sued Canada, the
United States, and Mexico under NAFTA’s Chapter 11 for post-
ratiªcation environmental laws that hinder their business or proªts.157
It is also important to note that CAFTA recognizes that Costa Rica
retains full rights to decide the degree of privatization of its state energy
monopoly.158 Therefore, if Costa Rica ratiªes CAFTA, even if it chooses
not to pass preemptive legislation further restricting privatization, it
should not pass further legislation expanding privatization of energy
production.159 Greater privatization will mean more attempts by foreign
investors to participate in hydroelectric power production and more
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suits against the government by disgruntled foreign investors.160 In or-
der to minimize such suits, Costa Rica must, at a minimum, maintain
the status quo on legal restrictions of its energy monopoly.161
Another option for Costa Rica is to create legal incentives to en-
courage private investors, both foreign and domestic, to seek out
other forms of electricity production than hydropower.162 For exam-
ple, Costa Rica is Latin America’s largest producer of wind power, al-
though most of its wind potential remains untapped.163 So Costa Rica
could try to curb over-exploitation of its rivers by offering incentives
for private companies to invest in the development of wind power in-
stead.164 In fact, Costa Rica has already experienced a positive re-
sponse from private individuals and companies to similar government
incentives.165
One example that the government can use as a model is a pro-
gram already in place called Pago de Servicios Ambientales (PSA).166
Since 1996, the Costa Rican government has offered PSAs, through
the regulatory body Fondo Nacional de Financimiento Forestal de
Costa Rica (FONAFIFO) to compensate private landowners for,
among other things, both conservation and reforestation of their
property.167 The success of these subsidies is surprising given that they
are fairly modest: roughly $64 per hectare of private property con-
served each year, or about ¢32.000.168 Similarly, the government could
offer a minimal subsidy or other incentive to private companies that
choose to invest in the development of wind power instead of hydro-
power.169 The government, however, should immediately review its
legislation regulating wind power to make sure that, should private
wind power operations become a successful alternative to hydro-
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power, the industry is not permitted to get out of control or destroy
the surrounding environment.170
C. Potential Options to Minimize the Threat of Foreign Investor Suits
Threatened by CAFTA’s Chapter 10
Finally, if Costa Rica does ratify CAFTA and ªnds itself sued by
foreign investors for enforcing its environmental laws, its Constitution
provides a potential solution.171 As mentioned before, Articles 46 and
50 of Costa Rica’s Constitution guarantee its citizens a right to a
healthy and ecologically balanced environment, and the government
is obligated to enforce that guarantee.172 This is clearly in direct
conºict with any interpretation of CAFTA that undermines its envi-
ronmental laws to the beneªt of foreign investors.173 Before Costa
Rica’s Legislative Assembly can pass any treaty into law, the Supreme
Court of Justice, which handles all constitutional legal matters, must
be consulted regarding the compatibility of the treaty with the coun-
try’s Constitution.174 Therefore, Costa Rica could argue that CAFTA is
constitutionally compatible, otherwise it would not have passed the
Supreme Court of Justice, and as such the vaguer provisions of Chap-
ter 10 most likely to be relied on by foreign investors cannot be inter-
preted contrary to Costa Rica’s constitutional protections.175 Also, by
arguing that any conºict of interpretations favors Costa Rica’s Consti-
tution, Costa Rica can justify the enforcement of its environmental
laws over any apparent conºict with CAFTA, as their enforcement is
clearly necessary to fulªll its obligation to provide its citizens with an
ecologically balanced environment under Article 46.176
Costa Rica could also look for support to its neighbor Nicaragua,
which faced this exact same problem when it considered ratifying
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CAFTA.177 Nicaragua determined that a number of CAFTA’s provi-
sions were in direct conºict with its Constitution.178 Nicaragua holds
its own Constitution supreme over international law, and it decided
that it would almost certainly have to alter its Constitution to comply
with CAFTA before ratiªcation if the conºicting CAFTA provisions
were to be enforceable in Nicaragua.179 Similarly, Costa Rica could
argue that the fact that it has chosen not to alter its Constitution indi-
cates that any ambiguous provisions must be interpreted as complying
with its Constitution.180
Finally, Costa Rica can turn to CAFTA itself as a source of sup-
port.181 As aforementioned, both Chapter 17 and Chapter 10 have
provisions respecting environmental laws.182 Costa Rica can utilize
these provisions to counter any Chapter 10 foreign investor suit trying
to undermine its environmental laws.183 Chapter 17 is the most help-
ful provision for Costa Rica in this respect because it states that it is
inappropriate to encourage trade or investment by weakening domes-
tic environmental laws.184 Costa Rica should also utilize Chapter 10,
Article 11, which places priority of measures taken “otherwise consis-
tent” with the chapter to protect environmental issues over all other
provisions in the chapter.185 Whichever provisions Costa Rica does de-
cide to use in its defense, it should strongly assert its rights under
those provisions to assure that whatever value those provisions have to
protect the environment is not permitted to be nulliªed through liti-
gation as the environmental provisions in NAFTA have been.186
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Conclusion
Costa Rica’s waterways are arguably its most valuable resource.187
Although the beneªt and burdens analysis clearly tips in favor of de-
veloping its hydroelectric resources, Costa Rica must understand that
these waterways also serve a number of other essential functions, in-
cluding sustaining the rainforests that now bring the country more
revenue in eco-tourism than do its two traditional exports, bananas or
coffee.188 Costa Rica has much stronger environmental laws protect-
ing its waterways and regulating hydroelectric power than many of its
neighbors.189 And Costa Rica’s Constitution, through Articles 46 and
50, promises much in the way of a healthy environment.190 These laws
are not, however, sufªcient to prevent private investors from exploit-
ing Costa Rica’s waterways.191
CAFTA promises to wreak further havoc on Costa Rica’s unique
resources through the suppression of its environmental laws.192 In or-
der to minimize the anticipated negative consequences on its envi-
ronment and environmental laws, Costa Rica must engage in an ag-
gressive campaign to protect its waterways.193 It would be unwise for
Costa Rica to completely eliminate privatization because such a meas-
ure would, most likely and unfortunately, be considered an expropria-
tion of currently existing private plants.194 It can and should, however,
either further restrict private hydroelectric power production or, at
the very least, pass legislation restricting it to its status quo.195
The Costa Rican legislature must also immediately address the
loophole in its current environmental law that permits over-exploita-
tion of its watersheds.196 In addition, it should create minimal legal in-
centives for private investors to invest in other underutilized energy
resources like wind power.197 Moreover, Costa Rica must start to aggres-
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sively prosecute known domestic violators of its current environmental
laws to prevent foreign investors from claiming discrimination in law-
suits should CAFTA be ratiªed.198
Finally, in the event CAFTA is ratiªed and Costa Rica ªnds itself
locked in litigation with a foreign investor over the enforcement of its
environmental laws, Costa Rica should argue that its Constitution is
consistent with CAFTA, such that any asserted conºict demands an
interpretation favoring the environmentally protective mandates of
Articles 50 and 46.199
CAFTA does not have to mean the death of Costa Rica’s precious
waterways and surrounding environments, but in order to avoid that
fate, Costa Rica’s government must act proactively to anticipate and
overcome opportunistic foreign investors.
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